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Key takeaways
• After years of Abenomics,
the Japanese economy
and equity market have
begun to respond.
• Earnings growth is
solid, and both nominal
GDP and the Nikkei
225 Index have reached
20-year highs.
• Key structural changes
currently underway
should assure that growth
is sustained in 2018.

The Japanese economy and equity market
regained steam in 2017. Nominal GDP, which
had stagnated during the deflationary years,
has finally picked up in response to Abenomics
and has reached a historical high, surpassing
the previous peak in 1997. The Nikkei 225 Index
coincidentally rose to its highest level since
1996 against the backdrop of solid earnings
growth. This performance was boosted not only
by macro factors (notably the yen stabilization
effort) but also by restructuring efforts over the
two “lost decades” and the unique competitive
advantages of Japanese companies. Looking
forward to 2018, we would like to highlight
three key structural changes we believe will
lead to sustained growth in Japan.
Nominal GDP, which had stagnated
during the deflationary years, finally
picked up in response to Abenomics
and has reached a historical high,
surpassing the previous peak in 1997.
1. The end of deflation should boost capital
spending by cash-rich Japan Inc.
To cope with weakened domestic demand,
Japanese companies cut wages and capital
spending, reduced excess capacity and
accumulated cash on their balance sheets.
This created a vicious deflationary cycle over
the last two decades. However, cash is no longer
king — the extremely tight labour market
(partially due to the aging society), coupled
with healthy economic growth is building up
reflationary pressures on prices and wages.
In addition, the lack of investment has created
capacity shortages. We believe that we have
reached the tipping point — corporate Japan
now needs to stop saving and spend cash on
innovations in order to sort out capacity and
labour constraints and grow its earnings.
A good example is IT investment, especially
among small to mid-sized companies. Their
underinvested IT systems are currently obsolete
and should be upgraded to improve efficiencies
and to cope with labour shortages and the
resultant rise in wages.

2. The current labour shortage is stimulating
innovation and labour productivity
Japan is indeed facing a severe labour shortage.
The job-to-applicant ratio has reached
1.52, matching the level at the height of
Japan’s economic boom in the 1970s.1
The unemployment rate has come down
below 3%, the lowest over two decades.2
This situation has been highly motivating to
corporate Japan, resulting in the development
of innovations in automation across industries.
Japanese companies have seen breakthroughs
in robotics and automation systems that are now
used in a multitude of scenes, from factories to
logistic centres to airports. The government also
needs to foster innovation to improve
productivity and raise future gross domestic
product (GDP) growth. In fact, Abenomics
has been taking necessary steps to alleviate
labour shortages. For example, we have seen
gradual progress on immigration, including an
introduction of permanent visas for skilled
workers and extension of trainee visa terms
from three years to five years. The next
important move is labour market reform,
including the adoption of “equal pay for equal
work” (narrowing the large pay gap between
regular full-time workers and part-time
contractors) and a loosening of layoff
restrictions. We are now hopeful about this
critical reform, as the landslide election victory
last October has given Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe’s administration time and a mandate to
push it forward.
3. Corporate governance reform is progressing
Corporate governance is another transformation
under Abenomics. Since 2013, a series of
reform measures, including the introduction
of the Stewardship Code and the Corporate
Governance Code, have been producing a
virtuous circle of improving governance
structures and increasing shareholder returns.
Under pressure from the government, asset
owners and asset managers have set stricter
rules for proxy voting such as establishing
return on equity hurdle rates, and have more
proactively engaged in dialogue with company
management. Under pressure from investors
and even peers, company management has
been prompted to improve its profitability and
capital efficiency. This is another gradual but
steady development in Japan.

1 Source: Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Japan. Data as of Sept. 30, 2017.
2 Source: Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications. Data as of Sept. 30, 2017

Structural changes may bring sustained
growth to Japan
Structural changes that can lead to sustained
growth are gradually but steadily taking place in
Japan. We are finally putting an end to deflation,
the green shoots of corporate and household
spending are appearing and corporate
governance continues to shape up. However,
these structural changes both pose risks and
open up opportunities for Japanese companies.
From a Japanese equity investment perspective,
these changes bring a considerable advantage to
active managers who have insight into how
these transformations evolve, how they affect
companies and, most importantly, which
company management teams are capable of
taking advantage of these profound changes.
In Japan, structural changes leading
to sustained growth have gradually
but steadily been taking place.
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